
More Kids, More Music, More Fun

The latest range of Nuvo single reed instruments (DooD, jSax  
and Clarinéo) all feature a new and improved mouthpiece section 
with integral ligature, more durable and easier to open with one 
hand than the original. As well as Nuvo’s synthetic reeds, these 
mouthpieces are compatible with cane ones too - Eb clarinet  
and soprano saxophone reeds fit best.

Each model is available in a selection of colours and comes with 
everything you need to play straight out of the box. For learning 
materials and ensemble ideas, check out www.nuvo-windstars.com

“Colourful, affordable, adaptable and 
durable with a seriously good sound!”
Lisa O’Connor, Woodwind Teacher 
 

Recorder+
The Nuvo Recorder+ introduces the first 
major innovations to the recorder world  
for many years. Patented silicone key  
covers make it easier to cover tone holes –  
the resulting reduction in frustrating squeaks 
makes learning more fun allowing teachers 
to capitalise on students’ enthusiasm. Three 
detachable rubber rings on the bell section 
can be used as a reward system to motivate 
players as they reach learning milestones.

It has a fully chromatic range of more than  
2 octaves and uses identical fingering to a 
normal recorder, but its slightly larger tone  
holes means the Recorder+ produces a warmer 
sound. Each instrument comes with a neat 
moulded case and a recorder fingering chart.

Weight: 85g | Length: 33cm 

RRP: £14.99

TooT
The Nuvo TooT is the ideal instrument for 
absolute beginners looking to take their first 
steps into woodwind playing. 

It is similar to a fife, but the wider bore  
allows the instrument to be a bit shorter and 
brings the tone holes closer to the body, and  
it features four double holes to make chromatic 
playing easier. It comes supplied with a carry 
case, fingering chart, and recorder-style 
‘firstnote’ lip plate.

Weight: 150g | Length: 32.5cm 

RRP: £31

DooD
The Nuvo DooD gives music educators the 
opportunity to introduce young children to 
single reed wind instruments earlier than  
ever before. Its simple design makes the  
DooD almost indestructible and bridges  
the learning gap between recorders and  
more complicated woodwind instruments.

It utilizes the same fingering system as a 
recorder with a chromatic range of one octave, 
and its pleasant mellow timbre would make a 
great addition to any primary music ensemble. 
Every DooD comes supplied with a case, 2 
synthetic reeds, and a fingering chart.

Weight: 130g Length: 35.5cm 

RRP: £31
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Student Flute 
The Nuvo Student Flute 2.0 with 
ergonomically improved body shape has been 
highly acclaimed by teachers and professional 
musicians worldwide.

As well as a perfect instrument for beginners 
(includes ‘firstnote’ lip plate), it also makes an 
exciting alternative for amateur flautists or a 
useful rehearsal instrument for accomplished 
professional players. It has an equivalent range 
to a traditional flute, produces a beautiful 

responsive tone, weighs around half as much, 
and is extremely durable and easy to maintain.

Weight: 350g | Length: 66cm 

RRP: £179

Clarinéo
The Nuvo Clarinéo 
is a lightweight C 
clarinet perfectly 
suited to beginners. 
An ingenious compact 
design helps younger 
players reach difficult 
stretches and reduces 
playing fatigue thereby 
encouraging practice. 

The fingering is identical to a standard Bb clarinet, so the transition is  
easy once students are ready. It makes a warm rounded sound just like  
a wooden instrument and has a full chromatic range of 3.5 octaves.

Clarinéo 2.0 features some notable upgrades including soft-touch nickel-
free key caps, silicone pads for improved reliability and even seating, and a 
new ultra-strong silicone bell. Each one comes with a hard case, 4 reeds (3 
synthetic & 1 cane), a pull-through cleaning cloth, and a pot of O-ring grease.

Weight: 265g | Length: 59cm RRP: £133

jSax
The Nuvo jSax enables beginners to develop embouchure and tuning 
skills which are directly transferable to a full-size saxophone. Like all  
Nuvo instruments, it is pitched in C to ease integration into classroom 
music-making, and it produces a versatile and satisfyingly rich tone  
across its fully chromatic range of 1.5 octaves.

Its robust construction and straightforward configuration mean 
the jSax requires very little maintenance – it’s also completely 
waterproof and can be cleaned with warm soapy water. 
Each one comes with 2 synthetic reeds, a hard 
case, and a carry strap. 

There is an extra Straighten 
your jSax kit available for 
adults who have difficulty 
manoeuvring their larger 
hands around the instrument. 

Weight: 260g | Length: 44cm 

RRP: £99
(Straighten your jSax: + £15) 
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jFlute
The Nuvo jFlute 2.0 has arrived! New 
features include:
l	 Revolutionary ‘donut’ head joint brings the 

keywork closer to the body while keeping 
the lip plate in line

l	 Better secured key extensions significantly 
improve stability

l	 Soft-touch nickel-free silicone key caps 
make for more comfortable fingering and  
a splash of colour

l	 Sleek new case with sturdy press stud 
fasteners to keep your instrument safe! 

The jFlute is a fully functional flute made from 
resilient waterproof plastic, designed with young 
beginners in mind. It is considerably smaller and 
lighter than a normal flute owing to a cleverly 
shaped curved head joint and removal of a foot 
section altogether. These bits can be replaced 
with parts from the jFlute upgrade kit as 
players grow in size and confidence.

Key features include a ‘firstnote’ lip plate 
with removeable recorder-style fipple to 
help youngsters through their first few 
lessons without getting discouraged by tricky 
embouchure technique. Keywork is also 
adapted to include left-hand extensions making 
difficult stretches easier for small hands, and  
it has a fully chromatic range of 2.5 octaves.

Weight: 220g | Length: 49cm 

RRP: £135
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